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RESEARCH MEMORANDUM
COMPONENT TESTS m DETERMINE
AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS OF AN AIL-MOVABLE
DELTACANARD-TYl?ECONTROLIN TEE HWSENCE OF
AlmDYA!r AMAcHNumERoF 1.61 , -
By M. Leroy Spearman
SUMMARY
investigation has been conducted in the Langley 4- by
4-foot supersonic pressure tunnel to detemine the aerodynamic charac-
teristics of a body-control arrangement at a Mach number of 1.61. A
70° delta canard-type control mounted in the horizontal plane and having
a span-to-body-diameterratio at the control trating edge of 2.52 was
tested both fixed and moving in the presence of a long cylindrical body
(fineness ratio of 19.1) with a parabolic nose. Some MntLted tests were
made with vertical canards installed and some with nacelles mounted in
the.vertical plane on unswept pylons nesr the rear of the body.
‘The‘lift,pitching-moment, and control hinge-mament characteristics
were cmnpared with esthated characteristics at a Mach number of 1>61
for the body-canard arrangement.
.
The effect of sideslip was such that the lift effectinness of the
pitch control increewed as the sideslip amgle increased. Deflection of
the pitch control in sideslip had a lsrge effect on the induced rolJ of
the model with nacelles in that the variation of rolling-moment coeffi-
cient with sideslip angle changed frcrma positive slqje to a negative
slope as the control deflection was varied from negative to positive.
.
bOwTION
Low-aspect-ratio, all-movable wings or control surfaces have became
increasingly important as a means of control at supersonic speeds, par-
ticularly for cansrd-type missiles. Sane experimental results such as
those presented in references 1 and 2 are available for such body and
.
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control arnuigements, but these investigations are concerned only with
lift, drag, and pitching-mment characteristics. A limited amount of
data concerning the rolling-mment variation with sidesl.ipfor a variable-
incidence wing mounted on a body ere presented in reference 3.
‘l’& present investigation provides six-component results as well as
sme control hinge-moment results at a Mach number of 1.61 for various
configurations including a fineness-ratio-lg.l body slone, a body tith
70° delta canard-we controls, @ a body with controls and with pylon-
mounted nacelles in the vertical plane near the rear of the body. These
results should be useful in providing an experimental insight into shi-
lar body-control designs and should also provide additional experimental.
results that may be correlated with theoretical studies, such as those
presented in references k to 7.
Tests were made through a body angle-of-attack rapge frm Jo to 10°
at zero sideslip and through a sideslip range from -4° to 10° at zero
angle of attack. Deflections of the horizontal control ranged from -6°
to K!” and deflections of the verticsl control were 0° md 6°.
COEFFICIENTS AND SYMBOLS
The results of the tests axe presented ab standard WA coefficients
of forces and moments. The data are referred to the stabil.itv-sxessw-
tem (fig. 1) with the reference
(fig. 2). The coefficients and
% lift coefficient,
% drag coefficient,
center of gravity at body sta;ion ~.i67
symbols sre defined as follows:
-z/qs
-x/qs -
% lateral-force coefficient, Y/qs
cl rolUinn-mment coefficient, L/@b
cm. pitching-moment coefficient, M ‘/qS5
Cn yawing-mcment coefficient, N/qSb
Ch control hinge-moment coefficient, H/qS5
c% lift coefficient for body alone, -Z/qF
~.
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%
x
Y
z
L
M’
N
H
~
s
b
E
F
z
M
L/D
a
al
%
%
P
drag coefficient for body alone, -X/qF
pitching-mcment coefficient for body alone, M’/qFZ
force along X-axis
force along Y-sxis
force along Z-axis
mment about X-axis
mment about Y%xLs
mment about Z-axis
mament about control hinge axis
free-stream dynamic pressure
exposed area of horizontal control
total span of control including body
mean aerodynamic chord for exposed control
body base axea
body length
Mach number
lift-drag ratio, cL/cD
angle of attack of body, deg
angle of attack of horizontal control, a+~, deg
deflection of horizontal control with respect to
body .&UdS, deg
deflection of vertical control with respect to
body as, deg
angle of sideslip, deg
—. -— .— ———. -- ..— —
()!?%.da’
%
(%$a‘r (i%)a
()dcnF
subscripts outside the
constant during the measurement
MOIIEL
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parentheses represent.the factors held
of the parameters.
AND APPARATUS
Details of the model are shown in figure 2 and the geometric char-
acteristics of the model are presented in table 1.
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.
The body had a fineness ratio of 19.1 and was composed of a psra-
bolic nose followed by a frustrum of a cone which was ftired into a
cylinder. Coordinates for the body are given in table II. The control
surfaces which were mounted on the conical.section of the body had hexag-
onal sections and delta plsn forms with 70° sweptleading edges and were
deflected about an axis normal to the body center line. The verticsl
canard had appro-tel.y half the area of the horizontal cansrd (see
fig. 3) and the resulting ratiosof control span to body diameters at
the control trailing edge were 2.07 and 2.52. The horizontal canard
tapered in thickness towsrd the tip smdhad a constant thickness ratio
of about 0.041. The vertical canard had a constant thiclmess with a
thiclmess ratio of about 0.058 at the root. The nacelles (fig. 2) were
mounted in the angle-of-attack plane on unswept pylons near-the rear of
the body.
Force measurements were made through the use of a sti-component
internal strain-gage balance. An individual strain-g~e balance was
used to measure the hinge mcment for the horizont~ control.
TESTS
Tests were made through a body angle-of-attack range from -4° to 10°
at zero sideslip and through a sideslip range-from -40-to 10° at zero
singleof attack. Deflections of the horizontal.control ranged from -6°
to 12° and deflections of the vertical control were 0° a@ 6°.
The test conditions are given as follows:
Mach number. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.61
Reynolds number based enlarge control M.A.C. . . . . . . . 0.88 x 106
Reynolds ntier based on small control M.A.C. . . . . . . . 0.62x 106
Stagnationpressure, atm . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1.0
Stagnation temperature,% :. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .lJ_O
The stagnation dewpoint was sufficiently low (less than -25° F) so
that no condensation effects were encountered in
CORRECTIONS AND ACCURACY
the test section.
The angles of attack and sideslip were corrected for the deflection
of the balance and sting under load. The Mach nmnber variation in the
test section was approximately *0.01 and the flow-angle variation in the
.
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vertical and horizontal planes was approx3matAy ~O.lO. No corrections
were appkkd to the data to account for these flow variations.
The maximum estimated errors in the individual measured quantities
are given as follows:
Ikrge control
CL . . . . . . . . . . to.(%2 to.072
%“””””””””” t.oyl
*m@l
%“””””””””” t.028 k .001.6
Cy. . . . . . . . . . 2.016
Cn.. . . . . . . . . - t .017
Cz . . . . . . . .* . t .014
Ch. . . . ~ . .. . . t .0CX)5
The angles of attack and sideslip.and the control deflection angles
sxe accurate to within tO.lO. The base press~e was measured and the ‘
drag data were corrected to abase press~ equal to the free-stream
static pressure. Errors h the base-pressure measurements are included
in the estimated error of CD.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Presentation of Data
Results are presented fm four variations of the test model:
(1) body alone, (2) body with large horizontal cansrd-@pe control,
(3) body with large horizontal Wd small verticsl canard-type controls,
and (4) bodj with horizontal and vertical controls with pylon-mounted
nacelJes in the vertical plane near the rear of the model.
WARM L’j3103
A table of the figures
7
preserytingthe results is given as follows:
WC
Body dO?le :
Variation of C ~;and C%witha, ~,= OF . . . . . . . . . . .4
%’ F
Body with c6ntrols:
Variation of CL) ~, Cm, ~, ~d L/D Wth CL1
forhorizontal control, ~=OO . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .5
‘miaiion ‘f cLy cm) Ch) CY) CZ2 m Cn ~ih ~ ‘or,
two values of B, horizontal control, a = 0° . . . . . . . . . . 6
Variation of ~, CZ, and Cn with ~ for several valuep
of~, horizontal control, a= OO. . . . . . . ..” . . . . ...7
Variation of ~, CZ, and Cn with.~ for variouE values
of P and ~, large horizontal.and small vertical
Body tith controls and nacelles:
V&riation of CL> CD> Cm> c~j Cn> and Cy with ~ for various
values of~and~, a= 00 . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . ...9
Some experimental and theoretical results are presented in table III.
.
Effect of Angle of Attack
The lift, drag, and pitching-mmnent variations with angle of attack
for the body alone (fig. 4) are compared with the theoretical variations
. .
obtained by the method of reference 8. The change in drag with angle of
attack indicated by the method of reference 8 was applied to the experi-
mental minimum drag value.
The characteristics of the body with the horizontal control both
fixed to the body at zero deflection and as an all-moving surface ip the
presence of the body are presented (fig. 5) as a function of the control-
surface angle of attack which is the body
deflection angle. Hence, the results for
stant body angles correspond to the usual
in the case of lift, cLa, tith the body
CL for the control.
%
angle of attack plus the control
the all-movable control at con-
control parameters. For example,
angle constant corresponds to
..—. —
————
————.
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The theoretical variation of CL “with u’ for the small angle
range was obtained for the body-control fixed through the use of refer-
ence 5. These results were combined with the theoretical results obtained
for the body alone (ref. 8) to determine approximately the shape of the
body-control fixed curve at the higQer angles. This method considers
only the deviation from lineari~ indicated by the esthwted body-alone
results.
The theoretical vsziation of CL with a’ for the aU-mo~ con-
trol with the body at zero angle of incidence was obtained through the
use of reference 9 for an isolated delta-plan-form surface. The agree-
ment of the theoretically determined slopes with the experimentally
detemined slopes indicates that there is no effect of the body on the
control lift.
Theoretical hinge-moment characteristics for the control were also
obtained from reference 9 for an isolated delta plan form. These results
are in-closer agreement with the expertiental body-control f@ed results
than with the W-moving-control results, even for a body angle of attack
of zero. Inasmuch as the method of reference 9 shows good agreement with
experimental results for the all-moving-control lift but not for the all-
movi.ng-controlmoment, the indication is that the gap between the deflected
control and the body, although not appreciably affecting the control lift,
does result in a more forward location of the’control center of pressure.
Such an effect, although contrary to what might be expected, was also
observed in the investigations reported in references 1 and 2.
The theoretical center-of-pressure location for the body control
fixed obtained by the method of reference 6 was used to determine the
theoretical variation of ~ with a’ (fig. 5). This result was ca-
bined with the body-alone theoretical results in the same manner as for
the lift curves ti order to detemine the shape of the curve at the
higher angles. The theoretical curve for the all-moving control case
at a body angle of 0° was obtained by converting the theoretical value
of c
~i
‘0 c%’
~ where
‘wo@the ‘ebtion c%’ = CWC
x is
the distance between the model center of gravity and the 2/3 root chord
of the horizontal control.
The Effect of Sideslip
The effect of ~ on the horizontal control characteristics at u = O
(fig. 6) is manifest pr~ as an increase in CL at~= 10° with
%
little change in ~ or Ch
%
The lateral characteristics indicate
%“
KJ
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an increase in the negative
9
values of C. snd C. with increasing ~
‘P :P
and a change in Cl from positive to negative as
B
~” is varied from
negative to positive. These lateral characteristics are also shown in
figure 7 where the variation of Cy,’ CZ, and Cn tith j3 is shown
for various control deflections.
The variations of the lateral characteristics with ~ for the
model with both a horizontal and a vertical-control surface for + of
0° and 6° (fig. 8) are similar to those for the model without the verti-
cal control.
The effect of ~ on the aerodynamic characteristics in sideslip
of the model with horizontal and vertical controls and.hth nacelles
mounted in the vertical plane near the rear of the body is presented in
figure 9 for vertical control deflections of 0° and 60. The restits Ue
sWlar to those shown previously for the body with controls in that a
kge incre~e in CL with increasing ~ @ indicated. However, much
%
larger changes in Cl With ~ are indicated, appuently a restit of
P
the control-surface flow field acting on the nacelle and pylon. These
changes in CZ indicate a positive dihedral.effect with positive ~
P
and-negative dihedral effect with negative ~. The adtition
nacelles, of course, causes a large stabilizing ymdng moment
increase in the lateral force.
CONCLUDING REWIW
The results of an investigation made at a Mach number of
of the
and a large
1.61 to
determine the aerodynamic characteristics of a canard-type body-control
arrangement indicated a pronounced effect of sideslip’on the pitch-
control characteristics in that the lift effectiveness of the pitch con-
trol increased considerably as the sideslip angle increased. ~ addi-
tion, deflection of the pitch control caused large changes in the rolling
mcment due to sideslip for the model with canard controls and pylon-
mounted nacelles in the vertical plane near the rear of the body. These
_——.——, — —. — —
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changes were such that the rolling moment
positive to negative as the pitch-control
negative to positive.
due to sideslip changed from
deflection was changed from
Langley kronatuical Laboratory,
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics,
~ey~eld, Vs., August 20, 1953.
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TABLE I.- GEOME?ITUCCHARACTERISTICS OF MODEL
Body:
Maximum dismeterj in.
Length,in . . . . .
Fineness ratio . . .
Base area, sq in. . .
Horizontal camard:
l
.
.
.
Area (exposed), sq in.
Aspect ratio . . . . .
.
.
.
.
.
.
.*
. .
. .
. .
. .
. .
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
Eh&ep angle of leading edge, deg
Mean aerodynamic chord, in.
Spsn-to-body-dismeter ratio
Verticsl canard:
Area (exposed), sq in. . .
Aspect ratio . . . . . . .
.
l
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
l
.
.
Sweep angle of leading edge, deg
Mean aerodynamic chord, in. . . .
S_psm-to-body-diameterratio . . .
.
.
.
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l
.
.
.
.
.
l
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
l
.
.
l
.
.
.
l
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
l
l
2.666
50.833
19.067
5.583
6.406
. 1.73
. 70
“2.576
. 2.52
2.94
: 1.73
. 70
“1.8~
. 2.07
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TABLE II.- BODY COORDINATES
Body station, Raaius,
in. ti.
o 0
.297 .076
.627 .156
.956 .233
1.285
.307
1.615 .378
.
1.945 .445
2.275 .509
2.605 l573
2.936 .627
3.267 .6$2
3.598 .732
3.929 .780
4.26o .824
4.592 .865
4.923
.903
5.255 .940
5.587 .968
5.920 .996
6.252 1.020
6.583 1.042
U. 542 1.333 .
50.833 1.333
——
Configuration
Bcdywlth large control
Itmn
E!@’ alone
Wperlbnmt Theory E@erlment Theory
%!””’”””””””””””
O,lw 0.084 (ref. 5) O.@ 0.056
c~ . . . . . . . . . . . ..o
%
.O* .O~ (ref. 9)
Center-of-pressure location . . . .225
I
.167 ref. 6)
.155 ref. 4) .021 .024
all””’””””””:”””” 1’0
[
.831 ref. 6)
.86 ref. 4)
%
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
.37 .33 (ref. 9)
c%, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -.0023 -.cw6 (ref. 9)
Ah . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
93
-.0017 -m% (ref. 9)
‘Z!
II
I
I
x-~-
*
Relq+ive wind
‘~-Tf9=%-
Side
*
z
Cy, y
!
\
Plan
Figure l.- System of ~tability exes. Arrow indicate positive value6.
E?
G
+9,125 ‘
1
Hinqe line
$
1
50833~ ‘
Body -horizontal canard
Vertical canard
Figure 2.- Details of model,
o
0
2
+------ - -+
‘~”ts
Nacelle
All WJIEMions
cl fatoil
are in inche6.
I
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A I
p&~: ‘4‘— -
~ 4-.58°
Section AA
Horizontal canard
Hincje line
1
Figure 3.-
Section AA
Vert{cal canard
Details of canard control surfaces.
inches.
--
A
dimensions are in
18
-i
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Qk .8
u
E-
%
g.4
3
DJ TkWdhll m“rlc!o
I I I I I I I I ..--”.s””. .Wdticmh 0’
Angle of attack, a, deg
Figure 4.- Aerodynamic characteristics in pitch of the bo@ alone.
.
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v!?
d
El
I
.8 Plan view
.6
.4
“o,
0 Wing- body fixed
E!ody angl~ 0°
8 Body angle, 3.1°
A- Body angle, \0.5°
2.0
i .6
12
.8
4
0
-4
1 ,.v
[
—— —
-t-t-Y-i
-.0
-8 -4- 0 4 0 12 16 20 24
Conimkurface angle of atta~ a; deg
Figure 5.- Aerodynamic characteristics in pitch for body with horizontal
canard both fixed and moving.
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“E
01
0
-.0 I
-.02
0 Wing badyfixed
Bady angle, 0°
~ Bady angle, 3.1°
A BadyanglqI0.5°
16
12
8
4
0 —
,- ‘“ ‘ ‘-- “’
1.
._-;i_; ..r--;-&w &g*
.- l“1--l” l!’”’@
++-
Figure 5.- Continued.
,.
4
3
0 Wrng body fixed
q Body angle, 0° /
Jp 0 Body angle, 3.1° ,
A Body angle, 10.5°g2
m
~
-0
L
5,
0
-8 -4 0 4 a 12 16 2Q 24
Controkurtice angle of attack,~deg
Figure 5.- Concluded,
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“E
C#
3
8
4
0
-4
0 0
f
1
1.2
1
.8
) J
/
.4 // )
/ r
0
-.4
-1.~8 _4
o 4 8 12
Horizontal control defkch, ~j+,d@g
Figure 6.- Effect of sideslip on control characteristics of body with
horizontal canard. u = 00.
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Figure 6.- concluded..
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Figure 7.- Aerodynamic characteristics in sidesli.pfor body with
horizontal canard.
, ,
I
I
I
,’
I
I
I
I
I
-8 -4 0 4 8 12
til’ltol 031hd &?fi@st@ 6 H ,deg
-8 -4 0 4 8 12
HWIZOM OIntrd defktkm, %, deg.
~igure 8.- Effect of sldeallp on control characterlstica of body with
horlzonti and vertical CEWUA.
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24
20
16
r , rT l-l 11
12
.8
.4
:0
g -4
0u
E 4 * — ~ ~
~ -.8
:
/3
$-1.2 (deg)
A6
-1.6 •1 -4
-20
-24
-28
-32
&J= 0°
-3.6
-8 -4 0 4 8 12
Horizontal control deflection, 6H, deg
[1 rL r .
(-~ < . ( - _ ( )
/3
(deg)
0 10
0 0
•1 -4
~–
{>
A A
‘i’
6V = 6°
-8 -4 0 4 8 12
Horizontal control deflection, 6H,deg
Figure 8.- Concluded.
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.*CL
.8
.4
VJ
k- o
ii
-.4
5
-.8
-1 9
-l. &
-6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6
Angle of sidestip@, deg 8*2
(a) bv = 6°.
.
Figure 9.- Aerodynamic characteristics in sideslip with various control
deflections for body with horizontal canard, vertical canard, @
nacelles.
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4
Q
2
“> \
+..
,50 * .
g \
8 .2
?!
\
f
-4
g
?
\,
-6
6H
(deg) h
-8 q -6
0 0
u
-e-
(a) bV = 6°. Concluded.
Figure 9.- Continued.
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Side view
8H
8
4
0
-4’
.—
-E
0 10
.8
“J .4
+.
.:
go
.U
-6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10-12
Angleof sideslip,~, deg =s=
(b) tjv= OO.
Figure 9.- Continued.
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0 0
.2
0
-2
-.4
-6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12
Angle ofsideslip,fi, deg ‘+.@--’
(b) 5V = OO. Concluded.
